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Hawks keep it close but lose again to Magic

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:54 p.m. Monday, November 8, 2010 

ORLANDO -- Hawks coach Larry Drew looked at all the factors working against the Hawks, most of all 

their recent history against the Magic, and decided they couldn't use any of them for an excuse.

So he told his players to forget the close loss to Phoenix the previous night,  and never mind they had no 

healthy small forwards. He said don't believe they can't beat the Magic after the numerous lopsided 

defeats in the series.

"We wanted to be able to show the Orlando Magic we can come in and make a game out of it and not 

just hand them the game," Hawks forward Josh Smith said.

The Hawks accomplished that goal but still couldn't end their futility against the Magic, who won 93-89 for 

their 10th victory in their last 11 regular-season and postseason games against Atlanta.

The Magic's previous nine victories in the series were by an average margin of 23 points. This time they 

had to come back from a 13-point deficit in the first half and take back the lead in the final five minutes.

It was a stark contrast to most of Atlanta's nine previous losses to Orlando, which included a four-game 

sweep by an NBA-record margin of 101 points in the Eastern Conference semifinals last spring.

"There is no consolation to coming up short just because we came close," Drew said. "I thought our guys 

competed. That was something, to be honest, I was a little concerned with at the start. I thought there 

would be an emotional letdown after last night but I thought we came out and performed and played 

hard."

Orlando played with point guard Jameer Nelsson (ankle) while forwards Marvin Williams (knee) and Mo 

Evans (knee) didn't make the trip for Atlanta. The Hawks started fast and led by as many as 13 points in 

the second quarter.

The Hawks trailed 47-38 in the second period and closed to within 51-47 at halftime. They held Orlando 

to 21 points in the third quarter to stay within 72-70 entering the fourth. They had several chances to win 

late.

Atlanta led 82-81 after Al Horford's basket with 5:13 left. The Hawks had a chance to increase the lead 

after Magic center Dwight Howard was called for an offensive foul, but guard Joe Johnson lost the ball 

out of bounds.
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The Hawks missed their next three shots as Jason Williams and Rashard Lewis scored to give Orlando 

an 86-82 lead. Jamal Crawford's basket pulled the Hawks within 86-84, but he had his jump shot rattle 

out with a chance to tie.

"It was halfway in," Crawford said.

Orlando provided Atlanta an opening when Vince Carter missed one of two free throws with 36.5 

seconds to play. Johnson made a 3-pointer to cut the lead to 89-87 but Carter answered with a scoring 

drive as he was fouled by Horford.

Horford scored to make it 91-89 but J.J. Redick responded with two free throws with 10 seconds to play 

for the final margin.

"I think last year we would have come in here and caved in early," Horford said. "We fought all the way 

through; we had a chance to win, but we just didn't execute plays down the stretch like we wanted to."

Atlanta's reserves had played well during the team's 6-0 start. But they weren't as productive against 

Phoenix and Orlando, the first two Atlanta opponents to feature deep rosters filled with versatile players.

After Phoenix's reserves outscored their Atlanta counterparts 46-19, the Magic came back from their 

largest deficit when Atlanta sent in its backups.

The Hawks ran out to a 21-8 lead behind seven points, four rebounds and two assists from Smith. When 

Johnson made a jump shot to finish off the run, fans at Orlando's newly-opened arena started to grumble.

Atlanta's reserves started to enter the game and soon its lead was gone. After Josh Powell scored to give 

the Hawks a 23-10 lead, Orlando responded with an 11-0 run to end the period.
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